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Abslract The reaetmns pp -~ pp and pp ~ ~++n with polarn, ed beam and/or polarized target 
are currently under lnvestlgatmn at the Argonne Z(;S We discuss hov, to interpret various 
measured quantities in terms of amphtudes whose behavior is famlhar (as, functions of 
s.t) For pp total cross sections and elastic scattering. Argonne measurements wall yield 
l.n 42 (s.t = 0) and the rather comphcated combmatmn 21.,o512 + Re (,#1,,0~ -,p3,.o~), 
where ~l 0 = 1. . 5) arc conventmnal >channel hehclty amphtudes l'he forward 
dtrectmn (t = 0) is of special interest We find that for both pp -" pp and pp -. A++n, 
polarized beam polarized target expemncnts  plus the rather general (testable) assump- 
tion thai arnphtudes x~.~th the same s-channel hellclty lllp quanturri numbers are propor- 
tional, are sufficient to fully determine all nort-vanishlng amphtudes at t = 0 Numerical 
estTnlate'~ of ,~ome observables, based on calculatmns m a specific model, are also gwen 
1. Introduction 
The scattering of high energy polarized proton beams (recently available at the 
Argonne Zero (,radlent Synchrotron) on polarized proton targets, yields consider- 
able new reformation about scattering amphtudes. In this amcle, we study (m 
terms of s-channel hehclty amphtudes) what features of the amphtudes can be 
obtained from polarized beam-target experiments In pamcular, we gave a detaded 
description of total cross sections, elaine scattering (sect 2) and the process 
pp -+ &++n (sect 3), since these experiments are currently in progress at Argonne 
We have used s-channel hellcity amphtudes (among the many equivalent choices) 
for three reasons, 0) they are the only set which embody the angular momentum 
conservation constraints m the forward d~rectlon in a smaple way, without mixing 
amphtudes. (n) many particle physlmsts have developed an mtumon about the 
behavmur of the "'standard" amphtudes so 1 , ,s0 5 for NN elastm scattering as 
functions of s,t and about their sizes, (m) if s-channel hehelty conserving absorp- 
twe rescattermg effects are maportant in determining the structure of amphtt, des, 
as is considered likely, then only the s-channel hehclty alnphtudes will have a 
sm~ple physical interpretation for their t-dependence (e g the pattern of zeros) 
* Re~earch supp{~rted m part by the IJS Atomic I-nergy ( 'ommlssum 
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We began this analysis mainly to satisfy our own curiosity about how to inter- 
pret the results of  the ANL experiments Onr attitude has not been to solve for- 
real problems of  what can in prlncq~le be measured (which has m any case been 
done [1, 2] for pp scattering), but to relate the observables to our conventional 
understanding of  amphtudes For example, the total cross section difference 
OT(~t ) -- o T (~'~,), defined m a precise manner below, is very simply given by 
Im ,~2(s, t = 0). ~2 is a double flip amplitude with net hehclty flip zero It would 
vanish tdentlcally at t = 0 for exchanges of  any number of  particles with defimte 
parity, but a non-zero value can arise from particle exchange with absorptive 
rescattermg The main particle exchanges are n, which IS mainly real, and vector 
plus tensor (co + f, P + A2)  which are supposed to add to give a real amphtude 
m the exotic pp channel Thus, at the slmplest level im ~2(0) -- 0, and a small 
non-zero vahle gaves us reformation at a rather detailed level, about such matters 
as phase rotation due to absorption corrections, exchange degeneracy breaking, 
and the phase of  n exchange 
Several such analyses corresponding to various observables are given below 
(sect 4) Furthermore, we find particularly interesting results m the forward 
direction (t = 0 )  At t = 0 i t  turns out for both p p ~ p p a n d  p p ~ A + + n  that 
the current expernnents with polarized beam and target, plus the rather general 
(testable) assumption that amphtudes with the same s-channel hehclty flip quan- 
tum numbers ate propoltlonal [3], allow a full determination of  all the remaining 
non-vamshmg amphtudes 
We began with the formahsm, and express the observables In terms of  the s- 
channel hehclty amphtudes, ~1, • , .~S for pp ~ pp and a similarly defined 
set for pp ~ A++n General arguments are given where possrble for the behavior 
of" the amphtudes and observables Finally, numerical pre&ct~ons are given for 
some observables based on calculations m a defimte model [4] 
2 Elastic scattering and total cross sections 
We will work in the c m frame with a right-handed coordinate system XYZ 
fixed in space The proton beam travels along the positive Z-axis (horizontal) 
and the positive Y-axls points vertically upward 
Since the Argonne ZGS has a vertical magnetic field, it is simplest to have 
incident beams with vertical polarization Beams with spin pointing along tile 
direction of  motion (hehclty elgenstates) will be experimentally feasible m the 
near future In wew of  the state of  technology for polarized beams and targets, 
we shall confine our discussion only to spins pointing along the Y and Z axes. 
(An extension to spins pointing along the X axis is completely straightforward ) 
The single particle spin elgenstates of S y  will be denoted by I]')(spln up) and 
l J,)(spin down) They are related to elgenstates o f S  z by 
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= = : . + ~ h > - Z l S z = - ~ h ) ] .  (1) I1"> ,72 [ I s z  + ~ h > + t [ S ,  -+h>] I O :  [ISz= ' 
We wtsh to use the hehcl ty  elgenstates I+> and ]-.) Not ing that  the target moves 
along the negahve Z-axis in the c m frame, we readily obtain 
t)  _ 1 
I~ beam - x /~-  [I + > ± ~1->] beam' (2) 
I") _ 1 
I~ target X/2 [I-)  + zl + )1 target (3) 
Then the mlhal  two-parhcle  states which can be formed are (writ ing beam particle 
first) 
I1'1") = ½ [zl++) + I+ - ) --I-+) + t l - - ) l ,  [1',~) = ~ [ -ll++) +1+--)+1 .-+> + z l - - ) ] .  
(4) 
1 
I#~> : ~ [ll++) +1+- - )+1-+)  -~1..->1, I~> : ~ [ -zl++)+ I+---)-I---+)-.tl-.)1 
Proton-pro ton  elastic scattering has five independent  amphtudes  Matrix ele- 
ments  for the reachon (a + b -~ c + d) be tween the hehcl ty  states I-+- +) are labeled 
m table 1 with convenhona l  amphtude  names ~Pl, , ~05 [5] In the forward 
dlrecUon, conservahon  o f J  z reqmres that ~o4(s,t = O) = ~o5(s,t = 0) = 0, the o ther  am- 
phtudes need not vanish at t = 0 
2 ] To ta l  cross s e c n o n s  
We now express the total  cross sectmns corresponding to various initial polari- 
zation states m terms of  the amphtudes  ~ An unpolanzed  beam or target state 
Table I 
s-channel hehclty amphtudes (kc~dlMI ~.a;~b) for pp elastic ,~cattermg, and their associated 
hehclty flip quantum numbers n = I(~.a-. kb)-(kc--kd)l and x = [k c -~,a L + Ikd-~.bl-n 
(++ IM 1+ +) 
<+ +IMI+ - )  
-<+ +IMI.  +) 
<+ +[MI-.  - )  
-<+ - I M [ +  +) 
<+ -1311+ - )  
<+ - I M I - +  ) 
-<+ - I M I - - >  
; I  X 
='#1 -- ( - .  I M I - - )  0 0 
= ~5 = - ( - - I M I - + >  1 0 
= ~P5 = ( - -  IMI+.) 1 0 
= ~2 = ( - - I M I + + >  0 2 
= s: 5 = < - + [ M I - - )  1 0 
= ~o 3 = (-+ IMI - +) 0 0 
= ¢4 = <--+LMI+-) 2 0 
= ~5 = (--+IMI++> 1 0 
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is denoted by the asterisk symbol * The total cross section for an unpolarized 
beam and target is 
-1 1 1 ~ Im (?~a~.b[MlXakb) It= 0 
°T -= °T(**)  = 2qw 2Sa-+-J 2S b + 1 
~,a ~,b 
1 
: -  8 q w l m  [ ( + + I M I + + ) + ( + -  I M I + - - - ) + ( - + I M I - + ) + (  ..... IMI--- )It=0 
1 
- 4qw lm (¢1 + ¢3) t :0  (5) 
using table 1, q and w are the magnitt, de of  the c m three-momentum and the 
total energy. 
Other currently measurable total cross sections with the polarized beam - 
polarized target facility are similarly obtained using the optical theorem If only 
the beam or the target is transversely polarized, no new information is gained, 
since 
OT (*t,l) = OT ( I* )  = OT(**). 
ltowever, if both the beam and target are transversely polarized, we obtain from 
eqs (4) that 
_--1 hn ( t r i M  I t t ) r :  o 
2qw oT ( t t  ) : 
I 
- 4 q w  lm (~01 + ¢3 + ~P2)t--0 
• 1 
° ' l ( t~ ' )  = 9~w hn <t~,[Mlt$)t= 0 
or, equivalently 
-1 
OT('l"l" ) + o T (1"~,) = 2qw h'n (¢1 + cP3)t=O 
-1  (Ira ¢~)t=O °T('I"I') - °"r(t'l ') : 2u-/w 
= aT(H,),  (6) 
1 
=~q--~- hn (tp 1 + ~P3 " tP2)t=0 = °'T('["l')' (7) 
= 2o T, (8) 
fg) 
Eq (8) provides a useful check on normahzatlons for the polarized beam. Eq 
(9) says the difference of  polarized cross sections measures the imaginary part 
of  the double flip amplitude at t = O, we will discuss the implication of  this in 
sect 4 (Eq (O) was also known to Buttlmore [2] )  
For completeness, we give below the results corresponding to beam and 
target in hehclty elgenstates As previously mentioned, such experiments are 
not currently possible, but will become so in the near future (We again remind 
the reader that the target in hehcity elgenstates -+ corresponds to elgenvalues 
s :  = ¥ % . )  
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OT(,  +) = OT(+ - , )  = OT(_+_ t,l, ) = O T  (,~t +) = OT(**) ' (10) 
1 
Or(++)  = O T ( - )  = ~ -W (1111 '#l) t=0 ' 
.1 
aT(+--  ) = o . [ . (+)  = ~(t;- v- (!ill ,#3)t= 0 (1 1) 
Eqs (1 1) offer  the possibility of  de te rnunmg Im '#1 and Im `#3 separately at t = 0 
This will be a good test o f  the absorp tmn as sumptmn  &scussed m sect 4, winch 
predmts that  '#1 = `#3 [3] 
2 2 Dtf ferennal  elasttc cross secnons 
= 1 2 3  
256rrq2s x 
d 
The usual d l f ferennal  cross sec tmn for an unpolanzed  beam and target is 
do _ do (**)  = 1 _ 1 1 ~ I(XcXdIMI~aXb)I2 
d i  = &-- 64nq-4_s 2 S  + 1 2S b + I Xa~, b 
Xc Xd 
= .. 1 . . . .  [Ml l  2 + I,#212 + 1¢312 + 1,#412 +41,#512] 
12grrq2s 
For a transversely polarized target and an unpo]anzed beam 
do t I I ~ i(~c)~dlMiXa t )12 
a i  ( * ) - -  2s + l  " 647rq2s a h a 
hchd 
I(XcXdlMlXa--)  --+ t (XcXd[MlX a + )12 
XcX d 
(12) 
- 12 1 [1`# 1 ¥ t `#512 + ~2 ¥ z'#5 + [`#3 ¥ z `#512 ÷ 1`#4 ± t `#5121 
1287rq2s 
_ do (**)  + 1 h n  [('#1 + `#9 + `#3 • ,#4}* ,#51 ( 1 3 )  
dt 64nq2s - 
The " s t anda rd"  po l anzanon  P (left-right a s y m m e t r y  on a transversely polarized 
target)  is gwen by 
e = d a / d t ( * ¢ ,  O) - da/dt  (*'r, - O) (14) 
do/dt(*t ,O-)  ~- da/dt  (*t,  -. 0) 
Noting that  '#5 ~s the only odd a m ph t ude  under  0 -+ - 0 ,  ~t follows that  
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do do 
d/'- ( '1',  ---0 ) = d~ t- (*,l,, 0 ) , 
winch has been calculated m eq (13) Tht,s, one can also define I' by the equatmn 
p = do!dt_(* t )  • do/dr ( * * )  
do/dt ( * t )  + do~dr (*,I.) (15) 
A famlhar expressum for P m terms of the amphtt, des Ct fl)llows ,mmedlately by 
substltutmgeq (13) m t o e q  (15) 
2 Im [(g:l + ¢2 + ¢3 ~°4)* ~°5] 
P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i2 (l(,) I¢ 112+I~0212+[~0312+I~412 + 4 Is05 
The scattering of a transversely polarlzed beam on an unpo]anzed target yle]ds 
the same results as above (the two processes are Mentlcal m the c m frame) 
do do do do 
d7 ( t * ) = d t  ('1"), d~ (~*) = di; (*~') (17) 
Let us now consider the interesting case m wtuch both the beam and the target 
are transversely polarized Invanance under rotatmns of 180 ° about the Y-ax~s 
gives 
do ( t ~ ) =  do 
d~- ~- ('~'[) (18) 
Using table I and eqs (4) fl~r the two-partMe mltml state, we find 
d° ( t ~ ) =  .--1--. ~ I(X;~dl/V/I$1)I 2 
dt 64~rq2s xcx d 
= __1_. [ l (++lMIt$)l  2 +1(+- IMIt$)l 2 
64rrq2s 
+l ( -+ lMI t~ ) l  2 +1( --IMIt,D121 
= . . . .  1 [ I t ( + + I M I + + ) + ( + + I M I +  ) (++IMI + ) + z ( + + l M I  )12 
256rrq2s 
+ I 
I [l~°t ¢~ 12 +I¢3 +¢4 ] . . . . . . .  12 
1287rq2s ' 
Similarly, 




-': ( t t ) -  (2o) 
dt 
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do I 
d~- (,1,~,) - [l~o I + ~02 + 2&0512 + [tp3-~04 + 2t~P512 ] (21) 
128rrq2s 
Equivalently, 
do (1]') + do (],/,) = 2(1 + P )  dcr 
dF N a T '  
do do do (l ' t)  - (~$) = 4P --- (22) 
dr- d7 dt ' 
which can serve as a useful consistency check or give good measurements of P, 
and 
( d o )  do ( , , ) + d o  do ('l',l,) do 
a d7 -- a7 a? (~*) - a?- '- d7 (**) 
= __1 ...... [2M5 [2 + Re (¢1~0~ .--tp3~0,~)] (23) 
! 6rrq2s 
The quantity 2M512 + Re (~01¢ ~ - ~o3G~) is the new information one obtains 
from polarized beam and target experiments for do/dt  In particular, this quan- 
tity reduces to Re ~01~o~ at t = 0 
For completeness, we discuss results for hehclty elgenstates also It is amusing 
to note that measurements wath either the beam or the target m a hehclty elgen- 
state do not teach us anything new when summing over final state spins, since 
do do ( , _ + ) = d o  
d}- (-+*) = ~ -  a7 (**)' 
do t + ) = d o  t _ ) =  do ('I',1,) 
a t  (~ a t  ( ,  a t  
ttowever, measurements with beam and target both in heliclty elgenstates do 
yield new information 
do (+ +) = do 
d7 a~ ( -  - )  - 
do do ( + _ ) =  (_ +)_  
d~- ~- 
or equivalently, 
do do (+ +) + (+ _) 
d7 d-t 
1 [Mll 2 + M212 + 21~05121 '
64rrq2s 
1 [M312 + M412 + 2Ms[2] ' 
647rq2s 
do 
= 2 ~-  (**), (24) 
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Table 2 
A summary of new lnformatmn which can be obt,tmed from pp total and dffferentml cro~s 
sections using polarized beams and targets 
Type of New New New 
experiment mtormatlon reformation reformation 
(beam-target) fronl o- F from do/dt from do~dr 
(at t = O) (at t = O) 
unpolanzcd (**) hn (¢1+¢3) 
(*+ *-,+*, .*) 
9 9 '~ 
kP I I-+1¢21-+1¢3[~ 
+ 1¢41-+41¢51- I¢ 112+1¢2!2+'¢312 
(*t, *~, t*, ~*) 
+t, +~., - - t .  -~ ) 
( t+, .[.+, t . ,  ~.-. 
hn[ (¢1 +¢2+¢3 ¢4)*"°5 ] 
21¢512 + 
(++, + - ,  --+, - - )  Im ¢1' hn ¢3 1¢11-+1¢21" 1~°312 I'P412 i'P31-'l¢ll-+k°21- 
More lnfornlatmn can be had m the forward direction because of the optlcal theorem and 
the fact that only ~PI" 'P2, ~03 can be non-zero at t = 0 Currently feasible measurements at 
t = 0 of do/dt, aT, OT(tt)  - aT(t~) ,  2 do (t~)/dt  - do ( t t ) /d t  -do( ;~) /d t ,  and the 
Coulomb interference are enough to determine ¢1 and ¢2 fully ff the basic s-channel ab- 
sorption assumption that ~o I = ¢3 is made Measurements with beam and target longitudinally 
polarized (hehclty t.,genstates) then test the assumption ¢1 = ¢3 
do (++)  do ( + _ . ) _  I [1¢1[2 + 1¢212 _. 1¢312 _ 1¢412] 
cit- - dt  64rrq 2s 
Thus dlfferenna] cross-section measurements with hehc]ty etgenstates gwe the 
new combmahon I¢112 + 1¢212 - 1¢312 -- [¢412, whxch reduces to 1¢ 112+ ~02 2 _ 
1¢312 at t = 0 A summary o f  new mformatmn from polarized beam-target ex- 
permaents is gwen m table 2 
2 3 77le special  p o i n t  t = 0 
The po in t  t = 0 is especial ly in te res t ing  for two reasons 0 )  More r e f o r m a t i o n  
is avadable  here  f rom to ta l  cross s ec tmn  m e a s u r e m e n t s  and  the  opt ica l  t heo rem.  
(u)  There  are less a m p h t u d e s ,  since ¢4 (t  = 0) : ¢ 5 0  = 0) :- 0 
in pa r tmula r ,  i f  we make  the  a s sumpt ion  tha t  ¢1 = ¢3,  whose  possible  v a h & t y  
is discussed m sect 4, there  are on ly  two ( c o m p l e x )  a m p h t u d e s  to de t e rmine ,  
say ¢1 and  ¢2 The  available data  f rom the cu r r en t  set o f  e x p e r i m e n t s  will be 
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(a) o T = " 2qw hn ~Pl' 
• - l 
(b) Ao T = ° ' l ' ( ] ' t )  - °T( t~ )  = 2qw hn ~2' 
(c) do/dt = (2M 112 + ho212)/128rrq2s, 
(d) A(do/dt) = Re ~Ol~O*/16rrq2s. from eq (23). 
(e) Re ~01/Im ~Pl from Coulomb interference measurements 
The quantmes (a) - (e) fully determine ~1 and ~2 at t = 0, including the ab- 
solute phase The Coulomb interference measurement of  the real to nnagmary 
ratm of  the forward amphtude really measures something more comphcated re- 
volving other amphtudes, but above a few GeV/c it should be quite safe to as- 
sume ~t ~s Re ¢1 that ~s interfering, given a set of  amphtudes to interfere w~th 
the known Coulomb hehclty amphtudes one can easily check 
In principle one can do even a little better, because (c) is redundant [get lm 
.~1 from (a), Im ¢2 from (b), Re ¢1 from (e), and Re ¢2 from (d)] Then the 
vall&ty of (c) is already a check on the correctness of  the assumptmn ¢1 = ~3 
The quadratic nature of  (c) does not allow a deternunatmn just using (a) (c) 
and (e), although it does restrict Re ¢2 considerably 
3. pp --~ A H n  
Let us now consider the inelastic reaction pp ~ A++n [5,6] After applying 
panty constraints, there are sixteen independent amphtudes ~ ,  wluch are gwen 
in table 3 The decay A ++ ~ 7r+p is expernnentally measured, and it is possible 
to extract the following production density matrix elements [5] 
p~ . , ,  p ~ ,  , Re  p~ ,  , Re p~ , 
For various initial transverse polarization states, we express these observed den- 
slty matrix element m terms of tile amphtudes ~t of  table 3 
The (unnormahzed) production density matrix elements for an unpolanzed 
beam - unpolanzed target experiment are defined by 
Pov (**) = 1 ~ (XcttIMIXaX b) (XcV ]MlXaXb)* (25) 
4 * " 
h a h b X  c 
Note that the density matrix is manifestly l lermman. The experimental observ- 
ables yield 
P~ ~(**) = ~ { I~b 112+ 1~212+ 1~712+ 1~812+ [~9912+ 1~1012+ Iq/1512 + 1q/1612}, 
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Table 3 
s-channel hehctty amphtude'; for the process pp ~ &++n 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II-- - -  ~ +  
3 + 
+ + ~ . M I  + +>  = 4 1  = < -  ; !MI > I 0 
- +-~ M I + + >  =¢ '2  = - ( + -  ~IMI • --) 2 0 
= . _  i + + 12 MI + +) = ¢'3 ( ~ IMI • } 0 0 
-.  + ~ I."k/I + +) = 04 = (+ • J~ I.,111 • - > 1 0 
+ - } I M !  + + )  = ~ 5  = ( - + '2 I M ' I  --) 1 0 
- 4  I M ' l  + + )  = 0 6 = .( + + ~  1,141 - )  0 2 
+ - ~ IMI + +> = O 7 = .< )-~ IM! -- ~ 2 0 
- - ~ IMI + +)  = ~ 8  = < + + }  l,,I/I - ) I 3 
+ + ~ I M I +  ) = O 9 = --( . . . .  ~ I M I  - + )  9 0 
- + - ~  I M I  + ) = t) l O  = ( +  -~ I M { "  • + )  3 0 
+ +  ~ I M ' +  -) = 411 = ( -}  IMI. -  +) 1 0 
- + ~ I M I  + - >  = 4 1 2  = - <  + - . }  I M f  - + >  2 0 
+ - ~e I M I  + - )  = 4 1 3  = --( - +~: I M I  - +> 0 0 
½ I M I  + -) = 4 1 4  = ( + +~, I M I  - +> 1 0 
+ - ~ I.,14'1 + - )  = 4 1 5  = C - +~ I M I  + )  1 0 
I . ~ 1 ' + - )  =g. 16 = <~-+~ !MI +' 0 2 
The notatmn used is ( XnX,~!,141XaXb>" where ;k a = hchclty of beam proton, X b = hehclty of tar- 
get proton 
12 , 12 12 P ~ , ( * * )  = 4 { [~3 + [W4 + [~5 + 1~612 
[2 j2 
+ I~11 + [~1212 + [t~13 + [t~1412}, 
Re p ~ , ( * * )  = Re 4 [ { 6 1 ~  ~ + ~Y2W4 + O9t~: l  + 6106~,~} 
- {¢'~ ¢'7 + % ¢8 + ¢'~3 ¢'~s + ¢'~'4 ¢'~6 }], 
I , , ,  + 1~91~t 3 + Re p~ , (* .1  = Re ~ f { ¢ ' 1 ~  + ~'-~6 ~t0¢'~4} 
2 - - 2  
+ {ff~ if7 + ,',*d, + ~ 1  ff15 + ' *  w4'#8 ~12 ~16} ] 
t , )  e x p e r i m e n t  has denmty  A t ransverse ly  polar ized b c a m - u n p o l a n z e d  target  (4 
mat r ix  e l emen t s  
1 ~ ( ~ c / . t l M  j I ~ k b } ( ~ c  p , M ,  ~ ) k b ) *  Out' ( [ * )  = 2- , (26)  
~,b ~,c 
and the  observed q u a n t m e s  are 
P~}(  * ) = ~  lift  I ¥ /t~16 + ] t ~ 2 + / ~ 1 5 1 2 + [ f f S + / ~ 9 [ - + [ f f 7 + _ t f f l O [ 2 ] ,  
P~} (~*)  = ~ [itS3 + t~14 [2  + [ ~ 4  T-/~1312 +It,b5 gtt~12[+ll~,6 -+/~1112] ,  
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Re p~[ ( * )  = Re ,~ [(~l~t~16 ) ( ~  ; t ~ '  4 )+(~9-+'~8)(~'~1 + '~ ; )  
S~mdarly, an unpolanzed beam - transversely polarized target (*~) experiment 
has denmy matrix elements 
P,v(*~): 2-1 ~ (Xc, IMIXa]')(XcV IMIX a ~)*, (27) 
haX c 
and the observed quantitles are 
0~} (*~) = ~- [1~1¥z~912 +l-qJ16~t~812 + 1~2¥t~1012 + 1~15 +t~712]' 
' ~ ' 12 + I_. q; ~t~512], P~, ( * ) =  4 [l~.13¥t~1112+l~d14+l~612+l~d4¥l~12 13 
Re 0~ (*~) = Re ~- [(q;lz-tq;9)(~ +/~1)+(.-~16T-/~8)(~;4 ¥ l~g) 
+(~2¥tf f10)(~  + ;ff~2)+(~15-+t~7)(--@~3-+t ~ ) ] ,  
Re 0}-~ (*~) = Re ¼ [(fflwd;9)(tk~ +tff~3)+(---ff16¥tffs)(-~2 + i ~ )  
+ (~2 ¢' t~10)(~ -+ t~k~4) +(~kls-+t~7)(@~1 ¥ t~)~)] 
Finally, when both the beam and target are transversely polarized, the productmn 
denmy matrix ~s 
t t  ) (XcV IMI t¢ Puv ( ~ )  = ~ (Xc/~IMI ~-$ ~, >*' (281 
h ¢ 
and the observed quantltmS are 
t p?}(t 4)= a [161+-68gz69-'61612+ 1~2T~7¥t~10 +t~1512], 
I ' P},(~ )= a [l~k3;~b6gt~11 +tff1412+l¢4-+¢5¥t~12-~1312], 
Re p~ , ( t  ~) = Re ~ [(61- + ~ks;,69--t~k16) (ff~ ; ff~ + ' ~ 1 -  l~4 ) 
+ (~2-T- ~7¥,~!0 + ,~15 ) ( ~  + ~ + t~ '  2 + t~3)  ], 
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Re p ] - ~  (t ~)= Re ~ [(4)l+-(uS¥,~9-,q)16)(~ ~ +- ~ +-t~3 + ,(a~2) 
and s~mdarly 
P~(~, ) = a [It~l¥ ~8¥/ff9+ tt~161- + 1if2-+ ¢ 7 ¥ t f l 0 - t  ff1512], 
p[ [  (,I. ~ ) =  ~ [l~3+-d~6~t¢ll-t~1412+[~4¥ff5¥tqJ12 +1ff1312], 
Re p ~  (.I. ~ ) =  Re ~ [(~l-V- if8 ~ ,6  9 +tffl6)(~b~ ± ff~ -+tiff'l+ t6~' 4) 
Rep{_{  ( ~ ) =  Re a [ ( ~ 5 1 ~ 8 ~ ' ~ 9 + ' ~ 1 6 ) ( ~  'z" $,~_+t~5~'3-t@~'2) 
Since we have 16 complex amphtudes t~ t, even tile wealth of information des- 
cnbed above (a lot of  It is redundant) is insufficient to disentangle them Instead, 
it is much more fruitful to reduce the number of  amphtudes m a useful way, 
for example by making the absorphon assumphon gwen m sect. 4 A point of 
specml interest is t = 0 ltere, angular momentum conservatlon reqmres that all 
ff~ except l = 3,6,13, 16 must vamsh The reformation from experiments at 
t = 0 Is gaven m table 4 The absorphon assumption gwes if3 = ~13, since they 
both have the same n and x values. Measurements wdl yield the following 
quantltles at t = 0 lffl612, 21 if312 + 1~9612, Im (~9~' ~16), lm ( ) ~  ~16), 
Table 4 
A summary of new reformation obtainable at t = 0 by measuring the producnon density 
matrix elemenI~ In the reaction pp ~ A++n 
Type of p3:2~ P~)~t Re p~x Re p]-~ 
experiment 
u n p o l a n z e d  (**) 1~1612 1'9312 + 1'9612 
+ 1`91612 
(*t .  *))  
( t* ,  ~*) 
(*+ *-) 
( + *  *) 
( t t ,  t~, i t ,  t ) )  (:,,.,_t,) 
+,,~+, t-.. i -1" 






Re (¢~ 46) 
lm (¢,~ ~16 ) 
Im (¢,~ '916 ) 
Re (¢ 13~ 16) 
amphtudes which can be non-zero at t = 0 are '~3" '96" '913. '916 
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Re (ff~ ~96), Re (ff.~ ff16) It is easy to check that tins lnfomaatlon Is sufficient 
to determine qJ3, if6, ff16 at t = 0 up to an overall phase 
4. s-channel absorption assumption and numerical predictions 
In this section we first want to draw attention to the general apphcation of  a 
point we have made m context above It has often been noted that whenever 
possible, individual scattering alnphtudes should be deternuned from data In 
general It is not possible, and people have made a number of  assumptions of  an 
ad hoc nature to relate data to the behavior of  amphtudes 
Of" the various assumptions, one [3] has a considerably greater chance of  
being correct than most,  at the in ln ln lu ln ,  It IS not yet known to be Incorrect In 
any reaction (which is not the case for inost assumptions) v It is also quite general, 
apphcable in inany places, and eventually subject to a large number of  tests. 
To state it one defines net hellmty flip quantum numbers n = I()~a-~b) - ()~c ~'d )l 
anti x = Ik c - kal + I~,d-~bl n Then the basic prediction [3] of  s-channel ab- 
sorption is that amphtudes which would be proportional (up to a constant factor) 
If only definite panty  exchanges were present, are stdl proportmnal If they have the 
same n and x. even when absorptive rescattermg effects are included 
For NN ~ NN, for example, with a pomeron contr lbutmn,  vector and tensor 
exchange, and n exchange, .~1 and ¢3 only get contributions from natural parity 
exchanges (polneron, V, T) They have the same n = 0, x = 0, so they are as- 
sumed equal On the other hand, if there were only n exchange the particle con- 
tnbut lon would gwe ¢2 = ¢4, but these have different n,x values so one should 
leave ¢2 and ~;4 as independent anaphtudes even m that simple case Altogether, 
for NN ~ NN our assumption leaves 4 independent alnphtudes, with (n ,x )  values 
of (o,o), (1 ,o), (2,0), (0,2) 
To have ,,01 ~ sc 3 for the NN elastic case one would need an nnportant  con- 
trlbutlon (comparable in size to V or T) which had unnatural parity and winch 
did not flip s-channel hehcltles (in terms of  particle names, A l-lIke) Then it 
would interfere constructively with V + T m ¢1 and destructively in ¢3, giving 
a difference As noted above, tlus can be tested by expernnents with longitudinal 
polarization 
For pp ~ A++n we assume the nnportant  exchanges are 7r, O, A2 Then to re- 
duce the 16 anlphtudes, we need cases where opposite naturalltles do not contri- 
bute and where n, x are the same We get 
¢3 = ~'13, g'7 = 4'9, '/'1 = ~ l s '  4'5 = ~11 ,  
leaving still 12 arnphtudes At t = 0, however, 4 non-zero amphtudes are allowed 
(~3,  ff13, ~6, ff16 } and our assumption reduces these by one since if3 = ~13 
As mentmned previously, current measurements of  the A density matrix with 
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transversely polarized beam and target gwe 6 independent numbers (see table 4), 
allowing tile three amphtudes to be fully determined Measurements w~tta longa- 
tudinal polarization states allow one to test whether ¢'3 = 4,13 
4 1. R e m a r k s  a b o u t  p p  ~ A++n 
A few observahons can be made here independent of  detaded assumptions 
(1) The quantity 
p , , ( t * )  p!~(,~*) 
2 ]  2." 
2 2 
1 +  I +  --~ _1+ 1 +  has precisely tile spin structure of  tile polarization in a ~ + 2 2 + 2 reac- 
tion S i n c e  t h e  exchanges here a r e  the s a m e  a s  In np ~ pn, comparison of  P 
(np -~ pn) with Pll will tell us about any differences In behavior In couphngs to 
NN and Io NA The expected differences do not change the polarlzahon much, 
so PI 1 should indeed look hke P (np -~ pn) 
(n) The quantity p ~  (f*)  - p~ ~(4,*) has tile spin structure of  a quantity 
K N, being dominated by an n = 1 ainph- hke R e P l 0  in n N - ~ p N o r  K N ~  * ' 
rude interfering with tile sum of n, x = 2, 0 and 0, 2. By comparison, we can 
learn about the couphng patterns 
(in) p . ,  (**) da/dt  and p , ,  (**) d o / d t  have tile form of do(rip ~ pn)/dt 
2 ) 2 2 
and contain the sharp small t peak characteristic of  np ~ pn Whether it shows 
m the data depends on tile s~ze of  the other odd n n  exchange amphtudes in 
these quantmes, 14,4 [2 + [~14 [2 in p , .  (these may be large) and 1~812 + [4,10 [2 
, 5  
m p~ _, (these should be small since n + x ~> 3) 
(ivl p~+~(f*) - p~+~(4,*) depends on amphtudes with n,x = 1, 3 and 3,0 
which have not beenstudied m other reactions Perhaps some hint of  ttlelr 
behavior can be obtained here 
(v) Before making any detailed calciilatlons one could proceed m ~teps Tile 
next assumption to make ~s that tile p, A-, couphngs are of  the Stodolsky-Sa- 
kural type [71 Rather fllan do precisely that we make the s-channel version, 
in two steps 
Couphng assumption I p and A 2 couphng to NA always flip s-channel 
hehcities one ilim (CA1) This imphes 
~3 = 4,13 = ~7 = 4,9 = 0, ~14 = t~4 and still 4,1 = ~15' 4,5 = 611, 
so there are now 9 independent amphtudes At t -- 0 only 6, 6 and ~ 1 6  are now 
non-zero, so tile measureinents shown m table 4 will determine them upto an 
overall phase, and also check the vahd~ty of  CA1 for 4,3 and ~13 ~ 
Even better, tile amphtudes 4,16 and 4,6 are  j u s t  those needed to test the 
other part of  tile s-channel version of  Stodolsky-Sakurai 
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Couphng assumphon 2 O and A,  couple to NA, x/~3 times more strongly 
1 3 1 
when the hehclties are ~ ~ ~ than ~ ~ - ~ Thus, we expect t~16 = vf33 if6 (1.e 
x/3 m magmtude and relatwely real) 
Away from t = 0 detailed calculations are reqmred to make pre&ctlons,  though 
with the s-channel absorptmn assumption and CA1, 2 the number of  amplitudes 
is down to seven (One more snnphficatlon is possible, as the 7r also satisfies CA2 
to a good approxHnatlon, but no useful results emerge without calculation.) 
One can use a Stodolsky-Sakural 0-3' analogy m several forms, they originally 
used a Lagrangmn, whde we have used it m an s-channel form, and others have 
used a t-channel form It Is not possible yet to distinguish among these experimen- 
tally as they differ m contributions proportional to t / (m A + mN) or (m A- rnN) /m  ~ 
and these are too small to show up m the data If any choice is favored by the 
data it may be the s-channel one, as the other choices gwe an s-channel nonfl~p 
(n = 0, x = 05 amphtude which has (after effects such as absorption are included) 
a sharp forward peak and has not yet been observed experimentally 
4 2 Im ~2 (0) 
Since the measurement of  Im ~2(0) Is one of  the mare results of  the polarized 
beam experiments,  we gwe a general but rather long and detailed set o f  arguments 
to see what value and sign It should have A disagreement between our result and 
the data would imply that some of  the following are incorrect As each step m 
the argument is on rather finn ground,  a disagreement (as seems to be suggested5 
would perhaps tell us something sxgmficant Although we have taken consider- 
able care and effort to have consistent conventions and to use the conventions 
of  tile expernnenters,  so many signs are involved that addmonal  checking is pre- 
sumably required We choose l'la b "~ 6 GeV/c where necessary 
(15 We assume that the contributions are the main elastic amplitude (the pome- 
ton), the n, and vector and tensor mesons p, co, f, A 2 This is presumably the 
weakest hnk m the cham since we do not have a controlled test, but there is no 
other place in two-body reactions at smular energies where something else is 
needed Thus, our result should be interpreted to gwe the situation for these 
contributions 
(n) We choose the pomeron phase to be negatwe imaginary, o T ~ - lm ¢ l / s  
This Is just a convention and does not affect the answer 
(m) Smce o- r (pp) falls with energy, the reggeon contributions must also have 
a negatwe imaginary part The dominant reggeons are co + f (known from other 
two-body phenomenology - e.g o T (pp) .-~ o T (np). so isoscalar reggeons do- 
inmate) 
(w) Since pp is an exotic channel, the reggeons are almost completely real 
and provide most of  the real part of  ¢1 Since Re ~ l / I m  ¢1 Is known to be 
negatwe the reggeons co + f have a posmve real part Thus they he m the 4th 
quadrant,  somewhere between the real axis and - 4 5  °, at t = 0 
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(v) By SU(3) the lsovector reggeons p + A 2 have essentially the same phase 
at t = 0 as co + f, also lying near the real axis m the 4th quadrant 
(v0 Now we want to go to ¢2 ',°2 will have contributions from reggeons rr,/9, 
A 2, w, f The isovectors, with large flip couplings, will dominate so we concentrate 
on those, the ~ + f just go along with p + A 2 The full amphtude ¢2 is (as is 
known from np ---' pn) the pole contrlbuhons wtuch must vanish at t = 0, minus 
the absorpttve correction which need not vamsh at t = 0 
From spin properties, if the poles for/9 + A 2 lie m the 4th quadrant in ¢1 for 
-t near 0 they must he in the 2nd quadrant for ¢2 for t near zero, there ts a 
relative remus sign from the spm states Tile phase of ¢2 at t = 0 is that of the ab- 
sorption correction, opposite to that of the pole, so the net O + A2 contribution 
to '¢2 at t = 0 must be near tile posltwe real axis 
(vn) Next the relative phase of 7r and ,o + A 2 muxt be fixed Both are expected 
to be mainly real It is well established by analysis of data in both photoproduc- 
tion [8] and in np -~ pn [4], where the amphtude structures are equwalent, that 
the sharp small t peak has rr and A 2 interfering constructtvely Thus n will add 
to p + A 2 here, Dvlng ~2 at t = 0 mainly real and posltwe 
(vm) Finally we must find the sign of lm ¢2 at t = 0 It arises from absorphon 
since the poles vamsh at t -- 0 We note, in two steps, that (a) absorbing a ro- 
tating pole wxth a purely imaginary pomeron gwes a positive real to imaginary 
part ratio, and (b) absorbing with the pomeron phase taken Into account (Re P/ 
hn P negattve over most of the t range) goes the same dlrectton, giving a poslttve 
ratio for ¢2 More exphcitly, 
¢2(s,t) ~ R2(s,t ) + f bdb Jo (bx /~)  R2(s,b) lira P (s,b) - t Re P (s,b)], 
where R 2 is tile reggeon pole, essentially real and negattve for t ~ 0, Im P is the 
pomeron tmagmary part, negattve here by convention (if it were posttive there 
would be a minus sign m front of the integral), and Re P is the pomeron real 
part, mainly posltwe Thus, the relatwe negative sign of Re P and Im P is can- 
celled by the ( - 1 )  in front of Re P and so Re ¢2 (s, 0)/Ira ¢2(s, 0) ts posttive 
¢2(0) is in the first quadrant. 
(ix) Thus we find lm ¢2(0)/Im ffl (0) is negative Eqs (8) and (9) gtve (using 
ct : ¢3) 
Ao T o'.f(t~" ) - o T (1",1,) lm ¢2(0) 
a T a T Im ¢1 (0) 
and so our argument gtves a negative value 
Thts is not the szgn favored by the data 
error bars are still large 
Although the argument is rather long* each step above ts rather well founded 
in either general terms or in terms of the behavior of other reactions If one (or 
for Ao T 
at present [9], but tile experimental 
* If there Is a snnpler way to interpret Im ,,¢2(0), particularly from an exchange mechantsm 
picture, or to deduce the expected sign, we would be glad to learn It 
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an odd number )  of  steps is incorrect  It will be instructive to learn which Step 
(1) is perhaps most  hkely ,  fol lowed by  (8) 
(x) To get the magmtude  of  Im `#2(0) we first note  that  it is effect ively 
bounded  by the np ~ pn data If all the V + T con t r ibu t ion  were isovector ,  
which should be acceptable  to 50% or so, then at t = 0 
1̀#21 1 x /  do (np -+ pn)/dt 1 x/-~-ff ~ 0 0 7 5  ' 
1̀ #21 ~ 2- d-o (pp  4: ~j- /d~'  ~ 2 
where the ~ is an isopln factor  Thus 
IAOTI ~ 0 0 7 5 o  T ~ 3 mb 
But `#2 is mainly  real and wc really need lm `#2(0), so we expect  a smaller  resu l t  
As no ted  before ,  pole con t r ibu t ions  gwe zero. The absorpt ion  model  calculat ion 
of  ref  [4] pre&cts  
AO x = --1 8 mb,  
it arrives at the sign ob ta ined  by  our chain or arguments  above since ~t ~s consis- 
tent  with all the assumptions .  
43  Afdo/dt) 
From eq (23),  the new quant i ty  measured by  polar ized differential  cross sec- 
t ions is 
21`#512 + Re ( ` # 1 ~  - `#3`#~) -- ,5(do~dr) 16rrq2s 
Very ht t le  of  a general nature can be said about  ,5 At t = 0, `#5 = `#4 = 0 SO 
A(do/dt)t=O = + Re ('`#1`#~') 
+ Re [0 lm `#1 ) (Re .~2 + t Im `#2 ) *] 
+ lm `#1 Im `#2' 
which is negative according to the steps above [e g step 0x) ]  Since 21`#5 [2 is 
positive def ini te ,  if Re (`#1`#~ - `#3`#,~) ever gets small A (do~dr) will become 
posmve The actual  behavior  of  Re (`#1`#3 - `#3`#,~) depends  sensitively on inter- 
ference phases * 
The model  of  ref  [4] gives expl ic i t ly  the curve in fig 1 The negatwe value 
at t = 0 and the posit ive excursion can be seen It should be emphas ized  that  
the t = 0 value is closely related to the result for Ao T If ,501- is posit ive the 
&(do/dt) at t = 0 should be posit ive unless IRe `#1 Re `#21 > lira `#1 lm '#21, 
* We have not found any simple interpretation of A (do~dO 
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lhg 1. A plot o f  the measured quantity 
• , 2 + 
= 8121~512 + Re (,~l¢2-,P3~4)]/ll,Pl' ,  + I,¢212 [~312 + i,¢4 .2 +41,¢512J 
as a functzon of  t at Plab = 6 GeV/c This quantity Is also often denoted by the Wolfenstem 
symbol 4Cnn The sohd curve is drawn from the numbers gwen m the specific model of  re( 
[4] The dashed hne corresponds to taking Re (~o1¢~ -. ¢3~,~) = 0 to see the effect of the se- 
parate pieces The data points are taken from O'Fallon et a l ,  [10] 
which is not expected In any case, knowing both AOT, and A (do/dt) near t =0 
will be rather useful reformation,  as &scussed above at t = 0 one can actually 
determine the amphtudes.  
At larger - t  the behavior of  A (do/dO could be mapped out m terms of  the 
amphtudes,  but no point of  quahtahvc slgmficance appear to arise, and wc con- 
tent ourselves w~th fig 1 Perhaps from some other point of  wew a s~mpler Inter- 
pretatton wdl arise. 
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